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Abstract Human striated muscle samples, from male con-
trol and Duchenne muscular dystrophy-affected children,
were subjected to cluster-time-of-flight secondary ion mass
spectrometry (cluster-ToF-SIMS) imaging using a 25 keV
Bi3

1 liquid metal ion gun under static SIMS conditions.
Spectra and ion density maps, or secondary ion images, were
acquired in both positive and negative ion mode over
several areas of 500 3 500 mm2 (image resolution, 256 3
256 pixels). Characteristic distributions of various lipids
were observed. Vitamin E and phosphatidylinositols were
found to concentrate within the cells, whereas intact
phosphocholines accumulated over the most damaged
areas of the dystrophic muscles, together with cholesterol
and sphingomyelin species. Fatty acyl chain composition
varied depending on the region, allowing estimation of the
local damage extent.—Tahallah, N., A. Brunelle, S. De La
Porte, and O. Laprévote. Lipid mapping in human dys-
trophic muscle by cluster-time-of-flight secondary ion mass
spectrometry imaging. J. Lipid Res. 2008. 49: 438–454.
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First described by the French doctor Duchenne de
Boulogne in the 19th century, Duchenne muscular dys-
trophy (DMD) is a severe degenerative genetic disease.
Almost exclusively male children develop this myopathy,
with an estimation of 1 in 3,500 boys worldwide (1). This
X-linked recessive pathology is induced by the absence
of expression or the truncation of dystrophin, a 427 kDa
cytoskeletal protein involved in a transmembrane non-
covalent complex of .20 proteins. The lack of dystrophin
causes a rapid progression of skeletal, smooth, and cardiac
muscle degeneration. The result, from the age of 2 or

3 years, is bad posture, unsteady gait, and difficulty in
standing, walking, or climbing stairs. A wheelchair is nec-
essary at ?10 to 12 years, and patients inexorably die
around the age of 25–30 years. Dystrophin deficiency
hampers the formation of an essential transmembrane
complex that controls the integrity of muscle cell walls.
This results in muscle cell membranes malfunctioning
and membrane permeability, alteration of the ion drifts
through the membrane (e.g., calcium), and oxidative stress.
Diagnoses are based mainly on analyses of creatine kinase
levels in the serum and electromyograms associated with
biopsies or genetic tests. Among the therapies used to de-
celerate the damage caused by the disease are dystrophin-
associated drug design, gene and cell therapies, and
utrophin-associated therapies (2). To date, unfortunately,
there is no cure for DMD.

In the last decade, research has been ongoing using
different animal models (mice, dogs, cats, Drosophila, and
Caenorhabditis) to gain a better understanding of the
mechanisms of this lethal pathology. The dog model, clos-
est to human, is rare and expensive, and although cheaper
and more accessible, Drosophila and Caenorhabditis pheno-
types are too different from the human one. The most
widely studied model is the mdx (for X-linked muscular
dystrophy) mouse, which develops unusually high con-
centrations of creatine and pyruvate kinases (3). The three
advantages of the mdx mouse model are relatively low cost,
good availability, and relatively short lifetime.

To gain more insight on DMD, our group previously
carried out investigations on an mdx mouse leg muscle.
Matrix-assisted laser desorption ionization-time-of-flight
(MALDI-TOF) profiling (4) and cluster-time-of-flight sec-
ondary ion mass spectrometry (cluster-ToF-SIMS) imaging
(5) were performed on 3 week old mdx mice as well as on
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control (nxlt) and dystrophic (xlt) mouse myoblast cell cul-
tures. These studies allowed us to distinguish three regions
in the mdx mouse leg: a severely damaged region; a second
region degenerating and undergoing oxidative stress and
phosphatidylinositol (PI) cycle deregulation; and a third
region that was stable.

Concerning ToF-SIMS, its input is continuously ex-
panding in the field of lipidomics and drug/biomarker
mapping on biological tissues at a micrometer scale (6).
ToF-SIMS imaging has the major advantage, over alterna-
tive methods, of allowing direct and simultaneous collec-
tion of mass spectra and ion images. The determination of
molecular composition and individual compound locali-
zation on a tissue section, at micrometer scale and without
the need of any prior sample treatment, makes the anal-
yses easier, more straightforward, and the closest possible
to physiological conditions. Recent innovations, such
as Bi3

1 primary ion cluster sources (7), have tremendously
enhanced the secondary ion emission yield of larger
secondary ions. This development extended the capabili-
ties of the method, rendering this approach particularly
attractive and suitable for the investigation of biological
tissues (8–16).

To validate the coupling of the ToF-SIMS imaging
methodology with the mdx mouse model as a suitable ap-
proach for research on human pathology, we here report
the first results obtained in human striated muscle sections
and compare them with the previous outcomes in the mdx
mouse. Cluster-ToF-SIMS imaging was used to map and
characterize the molecular distribution in human control
and dystrophic muscle tissue sections. Mass spectra re-
vealed differences in the distribution of fatty acids, phos-
pholipids, diglycerides (DGs), and triglycerides (TGs).
Samples were analyzed in both positive and negative ion
modes. The negative ion mode spectra displayed signals in
the region m/z 200–350, corresponding to the palmitic
(C16:0, m/z 255.2), palmitoleic (C16:1, m/z 253.2), stearic
(C18:0, m/z 283.2), oleic (C18:1, m/z 281.2), linoleic (C18:2,
m/z 279.2), and arachidonic (C20:4, m/z 303.2) fatty acid
carboxylate (FA) ions. Between m/z 350 and 450, signals
originated from cholesterol and a-tocopherol (vitamin E).
Phospholipids and TGs were found between m/z 600 and
900. The DMD-affected muscles displayed different dis-
tributions of these ions in dystrophic cells and in severely
damaged areas. Positive ion mode spectra confirmed the
variation in intensity of cholesterol and vitamin E in the
different areas. The proportion of phosphatidylcholines
(PCs) also varied with the extent of degradation of the
tissue. The ion images allowed us to differentiate the re-
gions where the accumulation of these different com-
pounds occurred in dystrophic cells, severely damaged
areas, or adipocytes.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Surgery residues of human paravertebral striated muscles
from male control and DMD-affected 12 to 14 year old children
were provided by the Banque de Tissus pour la Recherche

(Institut de Myologie Hôpital de la Pitié-Salpêtrière, Paris,
France) after approval of the project (by decision on Decem-
ber 14, 2004).

Histological staining

Ten micrometer thick sections were cut at 220jC in a
CM3050-S cryostat (Leica Mycrosystèmes SA, Rueil-Malmaison,
France) and immediately deposited onto a glass plate and stored
at 280jC for histological staining. The dystrophic appearance
of the human paravertebral striated muscle was studied with
Masson’s trichrome staining (Sigma kit No. HT15) to visualize
muscle fibers (in red), connective tissue, and collagen (colored by
the aniline blue). Histological images were taken with a DMRXA2
microscope (Leica Mycrosystèmes SA).

Sample preparation for cluster-ToF-SIMS imaging

Cryostat sections (20 mm) were prepared, placed on glass
plates, and briefly stored at 280jC. Immediately before analyses,
samples were dried under a few millibars of pressure for 30 min
without any further treatment. Then, images were recorded with
an Olympus BX51 microscope (Rungis, France) equipped with
1.253 to 503 lenses and a Color View I camera (Soft Imaging
System) and monitored with Olympus DP Soft software.

ToF-SIMS data acquisition and processing

All experiments were performed on a commercial ToF-SIMS
IV (ION-TOF GmbH, Münster, Germany) reflectron-ToF mass
spectrometer located at the French Institut de Chimie des Sub-
stances Naturelles in Gif-sur-Yvette. The instrument was fitted
with a Bi3

1 cluster ion source at a 45j incidence angle. The pri-
mary ion dose density was 2 3 1011 ions/cm2 for each ion mode,
with a 150 ms cycle time and a 0.27 pA measured pulsed current.
The ion column focusing mode ensured both a 1–2 mm beam
focus and a high mass resolution, which is a prerequisite for
accurate mass measurements and assignments. A low-energy
electron flood gun neutralized the surface during analysis. The
secondary ions were first extracted with 2 keV kinetic energy, had
an effective ion flight path of ?2 m, and were then postaccel-
erated to 10 keV before hitting the detector surface. The sam-
ple surface was directly observable through an integrated video
camera. Positive and negative secondary ion images, obtained
with IonImage software, had a field of view of 500 3 500 mm2

(256 3 256 pixels). Images were compressed during data pro-
cessing to 128 3 128 pixels to increase the contrast, leading to a
final lateral resolution of 4 mm. For more clarity, images were
also averaged and rescaled. To ensure the correct localization on
each spot, a thorough examination was performed for each
compound: an image was generated for each peak of the isotopic
distribution of the compound (i.e., for the 12C atom-containing
peak, for the 13C1-containing peak, and for the peak containing
two 13C atoms). These images were then matched and summed to
obtain the final compound image. However, in cases like that of
PC34:2 (see the section on isotopic correction below for details),
only the first two images were summed. Subsequently, regions of
interest (ROIs) were manually selected and the corresponding
mass spectra were extracted to obtain local information. These
selected regions may have different areas. Therefore, and for
a proper comparison, the spectrum corresponding to each
ROI needed to be normalized against the area of the smallest
one. In the following, the selected cells and intercellular and
damaged areas are characteristic of all the different types of
cells and intercellular and damaged areas contained in the ana-
lyzed sections.
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Calibration and mass assignments

The method used was the same as that described in Ref. 5. The
very low initial secondary ion kinetic energy (17) allows a linear
relationship between the time of flight and the square root of m/z
over the whole mass range. Therefore, an internal calibration is
possible using the signals of H1, H2

1, H3
1, C1, CH1, CH2

1,
CH3

1, trimethylammonium (C3H10N1; m/z 60.08), a choline
fragment (C5H12N1; m/z 86.10), choline (C5H14NO1; m/z
104.10), and PC (C5H15O4NP1; m/z 184.07) for the positive ion
mode and the signals of C2, CH2, CH2

2, C2
2, C3

2, C4H2, PO2
2

(m/z 62.96), PO3
2 (m/z 78.96), and H2PO4

2 (m/z 96.97) for the
negative ion mode. Signals of the fatty acid carboxylate ions and
vitamin E deprotonated molecule were used for the negative ion
mode calibration refinement. For the positive ion mode, cho-
lesterol fragment and deprotonated molecule, deprotonated
vitamin E, and DG fragment signals were selected. Because of the
lack of an efficient MS/MS method that could be associated with
TOF-SIMS imaging, structure attributions or assignments of ion
peaks were made according to the instrument resolution and
accuracy, the valence rule, and the biological characteristics of
the tissue, as mentioned in Ref. 5. Many mass assignments have
also been confirmed or at least reinforced with the help of the
literature. Details are given below.

Calculation of lipid intensity ratios with isotopic correction

In this report, the intensity refers to the area of the ion peak in
the corresponding mass spectrum. Large mass lipids (e.g., PCs)
contain an important number of carbons. Therefore, the positive
ion mode PC34:2 signal is composed of 60.7% monoisotopic
peak (m/z 758.6), 29.5% 13C1-containing ions (m/z 759.6), and
8% two 13C atoms (m/z 760.6). This latter peak thus contributes
to the intensity of the PC34:1 monoisotopic peak at m/z 760.6.
Additionally, the emission yields and detection efficiencies for
compounds of the same family and close molecular weight are
considered equivalent (18). Hence, when calculating PC inten-
sity ratios, the isotopic contribution correction has been applied.
For the sake of precision, the calculation of fatty acids intensity
ratios, in negative ion mode, was also performed by taking into
account this same correction.

Definitions of ratios

R1 5 Im/z 758/Im/z 760. R1 is the ratio of the intensity of the
PC34:2 protonated molecule signal at m/z 758.6 over the cor-
rected intensity of the PC34:1 protonated molecule signal at
m/z 760.6 in the positive ion mode. R2 5 Im/z 283/Im/z 281. R2 is the
ratio of the corrected intensity of the C18:0 fatty acid carboxylate
signal at m/z 283.2 over the intensity of the C18:1 fatty acid
carboxylate signal at m/z 281.2 in the negative ion mode. R3 5

Im/z 281/Im/z 279. R3 is the ratio of the corrected intensity of
the C18:1 fatty acid carboxylate signal at m/z 281.2 over the
intensity of the C18:2 fatty acid carboxylate signal at m/z 279.2
in the negative ion mode.

RESULTS

We investigated human striated muscle originating from
surgery residues of one control (12 year old) and two
DMD-affected (13 and 14 year old) children. Four cryo-
sections from the control and two sections from each
DMD-affected muscle were selected. On each section, two
to six zones were subjected to ToF-SIMS imaging. These
33 ToF-SIMS-analyzed zones (13 control and 20 dystrophic)
will be referred to as spots here for clarity.

Figure 1A shows the microscope optical image of a
section from the control 12 year old child surgery residue.
In green is delimited spot 1, one of the areas subjected to
ToF-SIMS analyses. Individual, compact, and regular myo-
fibers (muscle cells) are visible, all sheathed by a mem-
brane in whole fascicles. Figure 1B displays the microscope
optical image of a section from a 14 years old DMD-
affected child surgery residue; in green are highlighted
two of the analyzed spots (2 and 3) described in this re-
port. Physical differences are visible between nonstruc-

Fig. 1. Microscope images of 20 mm thick sections of human
striated muscle surgery residues before time-of-flight secondary ion
mass spectrometry (ToF-SIMS) analyses. Some of the analyzed
spots are delimited by the green squares. A scale is shown at the
bottom of each image. A: Control section. B: Duchenne muscular
dystrophy (DMD)-affected section.
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tured, damaged, and pseudohealthy zones. The colors
vary, and the fibrous membrane sheaths are absent. Al-
though the myofibers are clearly observed, they are not
regularly sized and only a few zones appear more compact.
Finally, these two images helped us to choose the areas to
be analyzed by mass spectrometry imaging on the DMD-
affected muscle sections.

Histology of control and DMD-affected human striated
muscle sections

As a start, to probe the physiological status of the mus-
cles and visualize connective tissue, muscle fibers, and col-
lagen, we applied to control and dystrophic human striated
muscle sections Masson’s trichrome staining. The healthy
muscle fibers in Fig. 2A appear (in red) regular, compact
within a fascicle membrane, and surrounded by only a min-
ute amount of collagen (in blue). Conversely, the DMD-
affected muscle cells (Fig. 2B) are irregular, dislocated,
lacking fascicle membrane, and surrounded by an impor-
tant amount of collagen and connective tissue within the
numerous damaged areas.

ToF-SIMS spectrum from a control muscle section

A control human striated muscle was first analyzed by
ToF-SIMS imaging (e.g., spot 1; Fig. 1A). The total mass
spectrum of spot 1 recorded in positive ion mode is dis-
played in Fig. 3 (m/z range 80–820). Choline and PC
fragment ions at m/z 86.1, 104.1, 125.0, and 184.1 have
been identified by other authors, and their structures are
given in Ref. 4, whereas the PC fragment ion at m/z 224.1
has been identified by ToF-SIMS postsource decay mea-
surements directly on a rat brain section (19). The cho-
lesterol ions, at m/z 369 and 385 in positive ion mode, have
been already mentioned in many papers (10, 11, 20).
Positive ions of vitamin E have been identified in previous
imaging experiments (5, 12). Series of positive ions are
observed in the m/z 500–620 range. These ions are likely
to be fragments of DGs, TGs, PCs, or PIs. These ions are
labeled with the generic name “DG-type fragment.” Their
ion images (data not shown) reveal a general colocaliza-
tion with TGs, suggesting that these DG-type fragment ions
originate mainly from the fragmentation of DGs and TGs.
PC-positive ions in the region m/z 750–810 have been ob-
served and characterized in ToF-SIMS imaging experi-
ments by several authors (5, 10, 11). In particular, the
structures of these ions have been studied directly from
mouse muscular cell cultures by MALDI-ToF tandem mass
spectrometry (4). Finally, the ion detected at m/z 723.5
might tentatively be attributed to a sodiated sphingo-
myelin (SM) ion.

Like the mouse samples, the human muscle sections
also exhibit intact PC ions as the dominant species in the
region m/z 650–820, principally PC34:2 and PC34:1
(m/z 758.6 and 760.6, respectively), and their respective
sodium adducts at m/z 780.6 and 782.6 and potassium
adducts at m/z 796.6 and 798.6. It must be mentioned that
PC34:2 and PC34:1 ions are not the only PC ions that are
detected. Several other PC ion species are also present
in the spectra, as was the case for the previous studies in
the mouse model (4, 5). PC fragments appear in the re-
gion m/z 80–300.

ToF-SIMS imaging of PCs

Figure 4A depicts, from left to right, the microscope im-
age of spot 1, the images of the m/z 758 and 760 ions over
the analyzed surface, and the selected ROIs. Indeed,
ToF-SIMS imaging gives the opportunity to select partic-
ular ROIs on the analyzed surface and to extract, from
each of them, the corresponding spectrum. Therefore, to
obtain more precise information, we selected different
ROIs within spot 1 (Fig. 4A, right), driven by the different
distributions on the ion images. In red, green, and blue
are shown selected cells, and in pink is an intercellular
space. From each ROI a mass spectrum was extracted, as
shown in Fig. 4B, and the corresponding PC34:2/PC34:1
(758.6/760.6) intensity ratio was calculated. For the sake
of clarity, this ratio is referred to as R1 below. Most of the
selected regions led to an R1 value of ?2 (Fig. 4C). By
contrast, a unique cell (selected in green) gave R1 at 0.80.
The ion images (Fig. 4A) pointed as well to this cell as the

Fig. 2. Trichrome Masson histological staining of 10 mm thick
muscle sections. Red indicates cytoplasm, and blue indicates col-
lagen. A: Control section. B: DMD-affected section.
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only area where the m/z 758 ion intensity is clearly lower
than the m/z 760 ion intensity. If the present results are
to be compared with those obtained from the mdx mouse
model (4), this means that this might be a regenerat-
ing cell.

We then analyzed the different DMD-affected muscle
sections, and the results are illustrated by two typical ex-
amples in Figs. 5 and 6. A first pseudohealthy region, con-
taining almost exclusively highly uniform and compact
cells, drew our attention (Fig. 5). We focused on this spot
(spot 2 in Fig. 1B) to start the comparison between the
control and DMD-affected samples. The value of R1, for
the whole spot 2, was 1.27 (Table 1, DMD section 1), in
accordance again with the mdx mouse model. However,
the mass spectra (Fig. 5B) corresponding to the selected
ROIs (Fig. 5A, right) and the R1 values of the different
ROIs reported in Fig. 5C showed that the cells were not
fully identical, in terms of PC composition, over this zone.
Indeed, the small cells (blue ROI) exhibited an R1 value of
1.26. However, the larger cells split in two: some cells (in
red) generated a ratio value of 1.21, similar to the small
cells, whereas others (in green) gave an R1 value of 1.42.
The large cells delimited by the green ROI then presented
a PC composition similar to that of the healthy tissue,

whereas the intercellular space (R1 5 0.71) behaved like a
regeneration zone. The big cells in the red ROI and the
small cells in the blue ROI appeared to be in an inter-
mediate state.

The second characteristic region of the DMD-affected
human muscle is typified by spot 3 (Fig. 1B). The R1 global
value for this spot was determined to be 1.13 (Table 1,
DMD section 1), suggesting an m/z 758.6 ion slightly more
abundant than the m/z 760.6 ion. Figure 6A depicts, from
left to right, the microscope image, the images of the ions
at m/z 758 and 760, and the selected ROIs over spot 3. For
more detailed information, we chose ROIs corresponding
to three morphologically different regions (Fig. 6A, right):
relatively ordered cells were selected in red, a damaged
area in green, and some adipocytes in blue. Figure 6B
shows the mass spectra of each of these selected ROIs
(m/z 650–820), whereas Fig. 6C displays the corresponding
R1 values (1.04 within the cells and 0.83 in the damaged
region). In the mass spectrum of the blue ROI (adipocytes),
the signal-to-noise ratio was not sufficient to determine
the R1. Thus, in DMD spot 3, the relatively ordered cells
exhibit similar behavior to that of the control zones in the
mdx mouse model. On the other hand, the damaged area
generated an R1 value of 0.83, corresponding to that of the

Fig. 3. ToF-SIMS total mass spectrum of spot 1 (control;
see Fig. 1A) in positive ion mode. DG, diglyceride; PC,
phosphatidylcholine; SM, sphingomyelin.

442 Journal of Lipid Research Volume 49, 2008
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intercellular region of DMD spot 2 and to the green cell of
control spot 1. Similar to the destructured (regenerating)
zone in the mdx mouse model, these ratio values were
,1.This could denote an intensive regenerating activity

and not degeneration, as would be expected from the
color, aspect, and absence of fascicles on the microscope
image of spot 3. Additionally, compared with spot 2, the
lower R1 produced by the cells of spot 3 indicates that

Fig. 4. ToF-SIMS analysis of spot 1 (control; see Fig. 1A) in positive ion mode. A: From left to right:
microscope image; m/z 758 and 760 ion images with maximal number of counts in a pixel (mc) for the color
scale and image total number of counts (tc), field of view 500 3 500 mm2, compressed to 128 3 128 pixels,
averaged and rescaled; and selected regions of interest (ROIs; red, green, and blue indicate cells, and pink
indicates intercellular space). B: m/z 650–820 enlargement of each ROI’s spectrum. C: R1 (758:760) ratio for
each selected ROI. Error bars indicate 6 SEM.
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these cell PCs have incorporated less C18:2, as observed
previously in DMD-affected human muscles (21, 22). This
also means that spot 2 is in a more stable state than spot 3
and confirms the pseudohealthy nature of spot 2.

The reproducibility of these results was verified on dif-
ferent sections of the same (control and dystrophic) sur-
gery residues, and their reliability was validated on sections
of a second dystrophin-deficient child surgery residue.

Fig. 5. ToF-SIMS analysis of spot 2 (DMD; see Fig. 1B) in positive ion mode. A: From left to right:
microscope image; m/z 758 and 760 ion images with maximal number of counts in a pixel (mc) for the color
scale and image total number of counts (tc), field of view 500 3 500 mm2, compressed to 128 3 128 pixels,
averaged and rescaled; and selected ROIs (red, green, and blue indicate cells, and yellow indicates
intercellular space). B: m/z 650–820 enlargement of each ROI’s spectrum. C: R1 (758:760) ratio for each
selected ROI.

444 Journal of Lipid Research Volume 49, 2008
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Table 1 summarizes the global R1 calculations performed
on all control and dystrophic muscle sections. The con-
trol samples provided an average ratio value of 1.85
(60.31 SD), higher than that found for the healthy and
control areas of the mouse model (4). For the dystrophic
samples, the R1 average value was calculated to be 1.15 6

0.17, rather comparable to that found for healthy and
control areas of mdx mouse. The data shown here match
the results of intensity ratios between m/z 758.6 and 760.6

for healthy and dystrophic cells on day 1 of culture
(myoblasts) in Ref. 4.

ToF-SIMS imaging of cholesterol and SM

A remarkable feature in the m/z 650–820 region is the
presence of three signals that we tentatively attributed to
the SM species: SM34:1 (d18:1/16:0) and SM34:2 (d18:1/
16:1 or d18:2/16:0). The mass spectrum of a DMD sample

Fig. 6. ToF-SIMS analysis of spot 3 (DMD; see Fig. 1B) in positive ion mode. A: From left to right:
microscope image; m/z 758 and 760 ion images with maximal number of counts in a pixel (mc) for the color
scale and image total number of counts (tc), field of view 500 3 500 mm2, compressed to 128 3 128 pixels,
averaged and rescaled; and selected ROIs (red indicates cells, green indicates damaged area, and blue
indicates adipocytes). B: m/z 650–820 enlargement of each ROI’s spectrum. C: R1 (758:760) ratio for each
selected ROI.
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(Fig. 7A, lower spectrum) indeed showed peaks corresponding
to the protonated molecule (m/z 703.5, [SM34:11H]1), to
the sodium adduct (m/z 725.5, [SM34:11Na]1), and to a
fragment possibly corresponding to the choline head
group elimination from the sodiated lipid (m/z 668.4).
These ions have been described in the literature for mem-
brane sphingolipids (23), which have been reported to be
involved in the activation of ion channels and functional
rafts (24, 25) and to be colocalized with them (26). SMs
are now known to colocalize with cholesterol and to form
rafts in plasma membranes of cultured cells (27, 28), and
PCs and cholesterol have been found to interact in mem-
brane bilayers (28, 29). The ion images of spot 3 revealed a
maximum of cholesterol species (Fig. 8A) and SM species
in the damaged region, together with PC34:2 and PC34:1
(Fig. 8B). For the pseudohealthy spot 2, a maximal accu-
mulation of SM and cholesterol species was found in the
intercellular region. The other analyzed spots confirmed
their colocalization in intercellular or damaged areas. It
is noteworthy that, in spot 2, some SM species were also
present in the small cells, unlike in the large cells. For the
control spot 1, practically no SM ion was detected except
the m/z 723.5 species, tentatively assigned to the sodiated
SM34:2, which gave some signal all over the spot sur-

face (data not shown), together with ions at m/z 758.6 and
760.6. In this sample, cholesterol accumulated only in
intercellular spaces or adipocytes but not in cells.

ToF-SIMS spectra of fatty acids

The mass spectra recorded in the negative ion mode
(enlargement m/z 240–320) of control and dystrophic
muscles are displayed in Fig. 7B. Distributions appear dis-
tant of 28 mass units with peaks separated by 2 mass units,
characteristic of fatty acid carboxylate ions with different
chain lengths bearing a variable number of double bonds
(5). In control and DMD-affected samples, the same series
of fatty acid ions were present. However, their intensities
varied according to the nature of the sample.

Table 2 summarizes the global fatty acid abundance
ratio R2 (C18:0/C18:1) for each analyzed spot of the
control and dystrophic muscles, calculated as described
in Materials and Methods. The control sample spots ex-
hibited an average ratio (0.77 6 0.16) that was ?1.5 times
higher than that of the dystrophic cells (0.54 6 0.14).
These values significantly depended on the relative abun-
dance of the cells in the spot area. A more thorough
examination of the different ROI ratios within each DMD-
affected spot showed that the cells presented R2 values of

TABLE 1. R1 ratios calculated for each control and dystrophic spot

Sample
Section
Number

Spot
Number Spot Ratio R1

Section
Average Value SD

Sample
Average Value SD

DMD child 1 1 1 1.13 1.00 6 0.11 1.15 6 0.17
2 1.27
3 1.13
4 0.99

2 1 0.84 1.13 6 0.11
2 1.04
3 0.90
4 1.14
5 1.08
6 1.02

DMD child 2 3 1 1.54 1.32 6 0.19
2 1.42
3 1.07
4 1.37
5 1.20

4 1 1.25 1.16 6 0.13
2 1.23
3 0.94
4 1.18
5 1.19

Control 1 1 1.89 1.96 6 0.22 1.85 6 0.31
2 1.82
3 1.73
4 2.22
5 2.16

2 1 2.06 2.17 6 0.16
2 2.28

3 1 1.79 1.63 6 0.36
2 1.89
3 1.22

4 1 1.99 1.65 6 0.29
2 1.50
3 1.47

DMD, Duchenne muscular dystrophy. R1 5 Im/z 758/Im/z 760: ratio of the intensity of the PC34:2 protonated
molecule signal at m/z 758.6 over the corrected intensity of the PC34:1 protonated molecule signal at m/z 760.6.
Data originate from positive ion mode time-of-flight secondary ion mass spectrometry (ToF-SIMS) analyses of
four human striated muscle sections from a control child and two sections from two DMD-affected children. The
spots correspond to areas over which ToF-SIMS imaging experiments were carried out.
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0.6–0.9 (i.e., higher than the average value). In other words,
for the DMD-affected sections, the higher global ratios
(?0.7) corresponded to pseudohealthy regions and to
spots containing healthier cells. The lower ratios were
obtained from the most damaged spots (?0.3). The
DMD intercellular or damaged regions gave R2 values of
0.4–0.5 versus ?0.8 for the control intercellular regions.
The adipocytes in dystrophic spot 3 exhibited a ?0.4 R2

value as well.
An additional striking feature is the generally high

level of C18:2 in the control human muscle (Fig. 7B). In
Table 3, an average value of 0.98 6 0.18 was calculated for
the R3 (C18:1/C18:2) in the control samples, whereas it
reached 1.96 6 0.44 for the dystrophic muscles. Hence,
this ratio might also be an indicator of the DMD disease,
because the control average R3 was twice as small as the
dystrophic one. Moreover, the most structured spots in
the DMD tissue sections also exhibited a relatively low
C18:1/C18:2 ratio value (1.09 and 1.20 for spot 1 of DMD
sections 3 and 4, respectively), corroborating the healthier
state of the cells in these areas.

ToF-SIMS imaging of PIs and TGs

In the negative ion mode, Touboul et al. (5) localized PI
fragments, at m/z 223.0 and 241.0, together with TGs and
fatty acid carboxylate ions, in the degenerating area of mdx
mouse muscle sections. Their observation suggested that
the fatty acid carboxylate ions could originate not only
from free fatty acids but also from TG fragmentations, as
observed previously by ESI-MS (30, 31), CF-LSIMS (32),
and FAB-MS (33).

For the human samples, the PI fragment ions were
present in all mass spectra, together with ions at m/z 259.0
and 299.0 (two other PI characteristic fragments) (34) and
with the C20:4 ion at m/z 303.2 (Fig. 7B). The individual
mass spectra of ROIs revealed a maximal abundance of
these ions within the cells, indicating the presence of PIs,
in particular PI38:4 (m/z 885.6), which contains a C20:4
fatty acyl chain (11, 35). PI and TG ions are observed to-
gether in the mass spectrum region m/z 760–920 (Fig. 7C),
with characteristic series differing by 28 mass units (two
methylene groups) and/or 2 mass units (one double bond).
Their assignments are based, first, on the fact that TG ions

Fig. 7. ToF-SIMS global spectra of control and DMD-
affected striated human muscle sections. A: Positive ion
mode: m/z 650–820 mass range (PCs and SMs). B: Nega-
tive ion mode: m/z 240–320 (fatty acid carboxylate ions).
C: Negative ion mode: m/z 760–920 [PCs and triglycer-
ides (TGs)].
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are only detected in adipose or DMD-damaged tissues, and
second, on the localization similarity between PI38:4, on
the one hand, and PI34:0, PI36:2, PI36:1, and the PI frag-
ments, on the other hand. Finally, the mass calculation can
differentiate a PI ion from a TG ion, because the decimal
part of a PI ion mass must be between 0.5 and 0.6, whereas
the decimal part of a TG ion is between 0.7 and 0.8.
Therefore, the ions at m/z 831.8 and 857.8 can only be
TG50:1 and TG52:2, respectively. The ion at m/z 797.7
remains, as far as we know, unidentified.

The relative intensities of these ions varied, and in gen-
eral, the more the cells were structured, the less the TGs

were present, in favor of the PIs. To obtain more details,
we examined different ROIs to distinguish the different
corresponding distributions. As an example, Fig. 9A dis-
plays the mass spectra obtained in the negative ion mode
of the three ROIs selected in spot 3 (cells in red, damaged
area in green, and adipocytes in blue). These spectra were
spectacularly different. The images of the major ion peaks
(Fig. 9B) led us to distinguish, on a molecular basis,
the three regions of interest. The mass spectrum of the
blue ROI showed the characteristic signals of TG ions
(m/z 803.8, 805.8, 827.8, 829.8, 831.8, 833.8, 853.8, 855.8,
857.8, 859.8, 881.8, and 883.8), confirming the lipid-storing

Fig. 8. ToF-SIMS ion images of spot 3 (see Fig. 1B). Below each ion image is the name of the selected
species, with maximal number of counts in a pixel (mc) for the color scale and image total number of
counts (tc). Some images are the result of the sum of several ion images, after verification of their exact
colocalization. A: Negative ion mode. From left to right: sum of the SM fragment ion (m/z 616, 642, and 687);
cholesterol; cholesteryl sulfate; and vitamin E deprotonated molecule. B: Positive ion mode. First line from
left to right: microscope image; choline fragment (m/z 86); protonated choline molecule (m/z 104 ion
image); and PC head group (m/z 184 ion image). Second line from left to right: PC fragments (sum of
m/z 125, 166, 206, 224, and 246 ion images); m/z 758 ion image; and 760 ion image. Third line from left to
right: SM fragment (m/z 668); sum of SM protonated and sodiated species (m/z 703 and 725); and vitamin E
molecular ion.
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function of the adipocytes. Additionally, the presence of
some of these species in the damaged area suggests that
myofibers develop into adipocytes, in accordance with
what has been observed in the degenerating areas of the
mdx mouse model and in human dystrophic muscle tissue
(36). By contrast, the peaks at m/z 835.6, 837.6, and 863.6
(Fig. 9A, red spectrum) can only originate from the PIs
PI34:1, PI34:0, and PI36:1, respectively, but not from TGs.
The colocalization of the peak at m/z 885.5 with these lat-
ter ions led us to assign this ion peak to the PI38:4 species
and not the TG54:2 molecule and to assign the peak at
m/z 861.6 to PI36:2 and not to TG52:0. All images corre-
sponding to these PI38:4 and PI36:2 ions were perfectly
superimposed with the localization of the cells (red ROI).
Finally, three ion peaks at m/z 795.7, 797.7, and 799.7 were
detected selectively in the damaged surface. Their absence
in the adipocytes and in the cells suggested that they did
stem from either TGs or PIs.

DISCUSSION

Dystrophin deficiency generates malfunctioning in the
muscle cell membranes, as the transmembrane complex is
largely destabilized, deregulating functional ion channels

and oxidation reaction cycles (1). Consequently, the ab-
sence of dystrophin and of its interactions with the mem-
brane lipids induces membrane degeneration and muscle
apoptosis or necrosis. Cell membrane dysfunction results
in modifications of membrane lipid unsaturation as a con-
sequence of disturbances in fatty acid metabolism (22).
Because phospholipids are key components of muscle cell
walls, the characterization of the degeneration/regenera-
tion process, through the characterization of phospho-
lipid composition and localization, is essential.

Glycerophosphatidylcholines are known to be a major
component of muscle cell membrane phospholipids. These
lipids bear a quaternary ammonium moiety granting a
fixed positive charge that leads to higher signals than the
other lipids present in the tissue, thereby facilitating their
detection by mass spectrometry. MALDI-ToF profiling
of the mdx mouse model has shown, in positive ion mode,
the presence of PCs as the most abundant species in the
region m/z 700–850, in particular PC34:2 and PC34:1 at
m/z 758.6 and 760.6, respectively (4). In this lipid nomen-
clature (37), 34 represents the total number of carbons
contained in the fatty acyl chains, with a total of two and
one unsaturations, respectively. Under MALDI conditions,
the intensity ratio of the ions at m/z 758.6 over 760.6 was
found to be .1 in the pseudohealthy area of the mdx

TABLE 2. R2 ratios calculated for each control and dystrophic spot

Sample
Section
Number

Spot
Number Spot Ratio R2

Section
Average Value SD

Sample
Average Value SD

DMD child 1 1 1 0.41 0.42 6 0.17 0.54 6 0.14
2 0.66
3 0.30
4 0.29

2 1 0.44 0.62 6 0.12
2 0.73
3 0.58
4 0.66
5 0.54
6 0.76

DMD child 2 3 1 0.70 0.50 6 0.14
2 0.42
3 0.45
4 0.57
5 0.35

4 1 0.73 0.59 6 0.09
2 0.52
3 0.50
4 0.52
5 0.60

Control 1 1 1.09 0.75 6 0.12 0.77 6 0.16
2 0.65
3 0.75
4 0.77
5 0.50

2 1 0.63 0.63 6 0.00
2 0.63

3 1 0.88 0.88 6 0.04
2 0.92
3 0.84

4 1 0.72 0.77 6 0.12
2 0.91
3 0.69

R2 5 Im/z 283/Im/z 281: ratio of the corrected intensity of the C18:0 fatty acid carboxylate signal at m/z 283.2 over
the intensity of the C18:1 fatty acid carboxylate signal at m/z 281.2. Data originate from negative ion mode ToF-
SIMS analyses of four human striated muscle sections from a control child and two sections from two DMD-affected
children. The spots correspond to areas over which ToF-SIMS imaging experiments were carried out.
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mouse muscle and ,1 in its destructured area. Healthy
and dystrophic mdx mouse cultured cells exhibited a ratio
value of .1 at the stage of myoblasts and of ,1 after cell
fusion in myotubes. This suggested that the destructured
areas in the mdx muscle were actually undergoing a regen-
eration process rather than degeneration. Likewise, ToF-
SIMS spectra of mdx mouse leg tissue sections also revealed
PCs as the most abundant species in the region m/z 700–
850 (5). However, the poor contrast of the ToF-SIMS
images of intact PCs did not provide spatial information;
thus, the composition modification revealed by MALDI-
ToF could not be confirmed. Earlier studies (21, 22) have
also shown that membrane PCs of the human dystrophic
muscle incorporated less C18:2 fatty acyl chains than the
healthy muscle, but more C18:1 and C18:0.

Although these experiments were performed with dif-
ferent samples and methods (i.e., mouse by MALDI-ToF
and human by ToF-SIMS), the analyses can be qualitatively
compared. Indeed, the control samples generally exhib-
ited an R1 almost twice as large as the DMD-affected sam-
ples, and the regenerating areas generated lower ratios.
Thus, these ratios followed the same trends as in the mdx
mouse model, in which ratio values were .1 for the con-
trol zones but ,1 for the destructured (regenerating)

areas. As an example, Fig. 8 depicts the images of selected
ions and their accumulation over spot 3. These images
reveal that, in the DMD-affected muscle, the typical PC
fragments colocalize with the parent species PC34:2 and
PC34:1 (Fig. 8B), concentrated mainly in the dystrophic
damaged region, as mentioned above. The specific local-
ization and the absence of these phosphocholine species
in the adipocytes and between the cells, where the low PC
concentration is known, confirmed that our sample treat-
ment did not induce any significant molecular delocalization.

PC, cholesterol, and SM colocalization

Cholesterol is a versatile essential membrane compo-
nent involved in steroid hormone production and cell sig-
naling (38), membrane structure and function (39), and
synapse formation (40). PC fragments and cholesterol
have been found to have a complementary distribution in
the rat cerebellum (26) and in capillary blood leukocytes
(41). Cholesteryl sulfate ions have been identified in ToF-
SIMS imaging of human skin and renal human samples
from a patient with a genetic disease (16). In agreement
with this, the results obtained by ToF-SIMS imaging of the
human control sample showed a complementary distribu-

TABLE 3. R3 ratios calculated for each control and dystrophic spot

Sample
Section
Number

Spot
Number Spot Ratio R3

Section
Average Value SD

Sample
Average Value SD

DMD child 1 1 1 2.67 2.29 6 0.39 1.96 6 0.45
2 1.74
3 2.41
4 2.33

2 1 2.74 2.06 6 0.46
2 1.86
3 2.46
4 1.77
5 2.03
6 1.52

DMD child 2 3 1 1.09 1.76 6 0.46
2 1.62
3 2.15
4 1.71
5 2.22

4 1 1.20 1.79 6 0.43
2 1.93
3 2.25
4 1.50
5 2.08

Control 1 1 0.74 0.99 6 0.18 0.98 6 0.18
2 1.18
3 1.03
4 0.88
5 1.14

2 1 1.00 0.93 6 0.11
2 0.85

3 1 0.78 0.96 6 0.29
2 0.81
3 1.30

4 1 0.92 1.01 6 0.17
2 0.90
3 1.21

R3 5 Im/z 281/Im/z 279: ratio of the corrected intensity of the C18:1 fatty acid carboxylate signal at m/z 281.2 over
the intensity of the C18:2 fatty acid carboxylate signal at m/z 279.2. Data originate from negative ion mode ToF-
SIMS analyses of four human striated muscle sections from a control child and on two sections from two DMD-
affected children. The spots correspond to areas over which ToF-SIMS imaging experiments were carried out.
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tion of cholesterol, found in intercellular or adipocyte
regions (data not shown), and PCs, mainly found within
the cells. In contrast, cholesterol, cholesteryl sulfate
(Fig. 8A), and intact PCs (Fig. 8B) colocalized in the dam-
aged or intercellular regions of the DMD-affected samples.
This has not been observed explicitly with the mouse sam-
ples. Hence, the colocalization might originate from a
perturbation of the lipid regulation mechanisms, directly
or indirectly inducing, in the human dystrophic muscle, a
modification of the PC accumulation.

The three SM ion peaks presented in Fig. 7A appeared
in all positive ion mass spectra of the DMD-affected sam-

ples, whereas they were quasi-absent in the mass spectra of
healthy samples. Negative ion mass spectra showed that
both control and DMD-affected muscles contained spe-
cific SM34:1 fragment ions (data not shown). However, it
was substantially more abundant in the dystrophic sam-
ples, and increased with the extent of the damage, than in
the control samples. These observations suggest that DMD-
affected cells might develop a high sphingomyelinase
activity induced by a disorder in the regulation of mem-
brane sphingolipid composition. In healthy cells, after
stress or apoptotic stimuli, sphingomyelinase is activated.
This diminishes the level of SM converted into ceramide (a

Fig. 9. ToF-SIMS analysis of spot 3 (see Fig. 1B) in negative ion mode. A: Mass spectra (m/z 760–920) of
each of the selected ROIs. B: Ion images of the corresponding detected ions, with the mass range and class of
affiliation (number of unsaturations) of the selected species, with maximal number of counts in a pixel (mc)
for the color scale and image total number of counts (tc). PI, phosphatidylinositol.
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signaling molecule involved in cell differentiation, prolif-
eration, and apoptosis), and the dysfunctioning of the
ceramide-mediated apoptosis pathway induces high levels
of SM (42). Ceramides (SM derivatives) are vital signaling
substances for tumors, forming SM-rich vesicles, and are
responsible for their proliferation and survival (43). Addi-
tionally, it has been shown that phospholipase C activity
increases in dystrophic mouse muscle, together with an
increase of SM and TGs (21, 44, 45). This enzyme converts
PC species into DGs and phosphocholine, both precursors
of SM and TG biosynthesis (46, 47). In agreement with this
hypothesis, in the human dystrophic muscle, the observed
increase of SM species in negative ion mode goes along
with a decrease of PC species, in favor of DG-type frag-
ments (emerging from DGs and/or TGs) in positive ion
mode (data not shown). The above-cited SM species have
been observed in cryopreserved human spermatozoa (48)
and low and high density lipoproteins (49). Wiseman et al.
(23) found higher levels of SM in cancerous human liver
adenocarcinoma than in nontumorous tissue.

Cholesterol and SM colocalization in the dystrophic
muscle are in agreement with the literature reports on
human samples (27) and support our peak assignments.
Yet, this is at odds with the mdx mouse data, in which
cholesterol accumulated mainly in the degenerating re-
gion together with vitamin E. Additionally, control sam-
ples displayed, in positive ion mode, cholesterol peaks with
a much lower intensity than vitamin E signals (Fig. 3),
whereas DMD-affected sections exhibited similar or higher
intensities for cholesterol signal than for vitamin E (data
not shown). This is also consistent with previous findings
on dystrophic muscles (50–52). Therefore, Cholesterol,
PC, and SM colocalization, associated with a much higher
proportion of cholesterol, might suggest a tentative
regulation and/or regeneration behavior of these highly
damaged regions in human DMD-affected muscles.

Fatty acyl chain composition changes

ToF-SIMS analyses of the mdx mouse muscle (5) re-
vealed a calculated C18:0/C18:1 ratio value six to seven
times higher in the regenerating area than in the degen-
erating and control areas. In human samples, this ratio was
only 1.5 times higher in the control spots than in the dys-
trophic spots (0.77 and 0.54, respectively). Additionally, in
studies of mouse lipid fractions, a C18:2/C18:1 ratio value
of 1.3 was reported for both healthy and predominantly
nondestructured dystrophic myofilaments (51). As men-
tioned previously, this is probably attributable to the sig-
nificantly low amount of destructured fibers and adipose
and connective tissues in the dystrophic mouse muscle (1).
Similarly, a lower incorporation of C18:2 in PCs has been
observed in human dystrophic muscles, compared with
healthy muscles, together with increased levels of C18:1
and C18:0 (21, 22). The variation of fatty acid composi-
tion between the different areas revealed in the present
study can be interpreted as an attempt to stabilize the
dystrophic cells, because the incorporation of saturated
fatty acids in cell wall phospholipids reduces membrane
flexibility. By contrast to the cells, the more damaged

zones of the DMD tissues showed an increased relative
abundance of monounsaturated fatty acids (C18:1), as de-
duced from lower R2 and higher R3 values. Concerning
the arachidonic acid carboxylate ions (C20:4), the distribu-
tion was found to be maximal in the degenerating zone.
This fatty acid is, among others, a prostaglandin precursor
that can accumulate in dystrophin-deficient muscles dur-
ing inflammation.

PIs

The reduced relative abundance of the PI36:2 and
PI36:1 compounds (m/z 861.6 and 863.6, respectively),
with regard to the control tissue (Fig. 7C), might already
hint at an increase of phospholipase activity in the DMD-
affected muscle cells. The PI cycle rate is known to be
reduced in dystrophic muscle cells, inducing high local
phospholipase A2, C, and D activities (53, 54). As men-
tioned above, the decrease of PIs is accompanied by an
increase of TGs and SM, supporting the hypothesis of an
enhanced phospholipase C activity. This increased activity
is thought to be induced by the high concentration of
intracellular calcium.

Conclusion

In summary, cluster-ToF-SIMS imaging allowed us to
directly and relatively rapidly probe intact biological tissue
sections with complete preservation of the sample molecu-
lar and structural integrity, a simultaneous analysis of dif-
ferent morphological regions at a micrometer scale and
with high molecular specificity and sensitivity, without any
prior preparation procedure. The specific localization of
the different compounds in the positive ion mode imag-
ing and its confirmation in the negative ion mode demon-
strated the absence of any molecular delocalization at the
micrometer scale on the samples. Moreover, the associa-
tion of the mass spectra with images was highly useful,
providing, on the one hand, molecular composition even
when the image contrast was low, and on the other hand,
spatial localization even with a low signal-to-noise ratio.
ToF-SIMS imaging thus gives a considerable amount of
information on the local molecular composition within
tissues or organs and can be recognized as a powerful
approach for localized lipidomics studies. This method
emerges as a promising and highly valuable indicator of
the disturbance of regulation processes, like the alteration
of phospholipid incorporation or lipase dysfunction, pav-
ing the way for substantial assistance in drug design studies
or the development of specific inhibitors.
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